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Abstract: Active industry – academia interaction is of fundamental importancein addressing our global challenges. In this paper, we present two programs thatlower the barrier between these two domains. The experimental educationalprogram for doctoral students is an adaptation of top-level management trainingprogram to the academic environment. The matchmaking program between acompany and a young doctor provides a low entry barrier to companies to testnew ideas with the doctor and build new competences by hiring the doctor. Inthis program, the funding for the research phase is covered by a foundation andthe development phase by the company.
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1  Introduction
During the last few decades, significant research interest has been focused on theinteraction between industry and academia. The research focusing on technologyinnovations has concluded that practically oriented academic research is able to helpindustrial firms to improve their competitiveness (Tseng, Huang and Chen, 2020). In thismanner, effective knowledge transfer between academia and industry can be a powerfulsource of innovation (Perkmann et al., 2013; Ankrah and AL-Tabbaa, 2015). Thus,collaborative relationships between industrial firms and academic institutions arenowadays considered an essential economic driver since they are expected to spurinnovations and thus stimulate economic growth (Weckowska, 2015; Rajalo and Vadi,
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2017). However, the actors on both sides need to develop trust and learning (Oliver,Montgomery and Barda, 2020) mechanisms to overcome barriers of collaboration(Dwyer, Filieri and Malley, 2022)
In most of the industrialized countries, governments and national innovation policymakers are actively facilitating and promoting the establishment and development ofdifferent kinds of collaborations between academia and society (Tseng, Huang and Chen,2020). The societal actors can represent e.g. industry or other private sectororganizations, the public sector, or non-profit organizations (Morlacchi and Martin, 2009;Perkmann et al., 2013; Rajalo and Vadi, 2017). Thus, innovation policy makersemphasize so-called “third mission of universities”, where societal contribution ofuniversities is seen equally important with the fundamental goals of higher education andacademic research. The societal contributions may include collaborative knowledgecreation, transfer, and exchange between universities and external partners (Pennacchio,2016). Thus, the national innovation policies and funding institutions are increasinglyexpecting that publicly funded research produces clear social impacts alongside with thescientific contribution (Kunttu et al., 2021). In the United States, for instance, theNational Science Foundation (NSF) requires grant applications to discuss the way theresearch will have broader societal impacts. In the NSF’s Broader Impacts Criterion(BIC), societal impact is evaluated in terms of potential societal benefits, broaddissemination and outreach, as well as partnerships with societal actors (Woodson,Hoffmann and Boutilier, 2021).
Societal impact of the academic research plays a central role in transferring the scientificknowledge from academia to industrial domain. This can be done by formal or informalmechanisms (Schaeffer, Öcalan-Özel and Pénin, 2020). Industrial firms need to becapable of absorbing critical knowledge from universities. In the collaborative universityrelationships, the partners can create new knowledge that may be essential for their newproduct development and innovation (Kunttu, Huttu and Neuvo, 2018; Kunttu andNeuvo, 2020). Moreover, effective transfer of knowledge between academia andindustrial domain can help companies to develop their skills, capabilities andcompetences (Kunttu and Neuvo, 2019). The ability of industrial companies to utilize theknowledge of a highly educated workforce is an important factor in improving itsinnovative capacity and the economy overall (Weckowska, 2015).
Mobility of university scientists to industry and vice versa is one central way ofknowledge transfer between these two domains. Recruiting new employees withbackground from research has been found to be an effective method of transferring andintegrating the latest academic knowledge for industrial purposes. This is particularly truein the case of newly graduated doctors, because they have valid and up-to-date scientificknowledge from their specialization areas (Kunttu, Huttu and Neuvo, 2018). However,despite the fact that the number of graduated doctors in Western Europe has rapidlyincreased during recent decades, relatively small share of them are actually employed inindustrial sector (Auriol, Misu and Freeman, 2013). For example, in Finland and Sweden,only about 25–30% graduated doctors have been employed in private sector.
To address to the actual challenge of the difficulties related to the knowledge transfer bymeans of mobility, we present two teaching cases that focus on the mobility of doctoralgraduates from academia to industry. These cases aim at familiarizing the students withan industrial way of working and by providing them with real industrial problems to



which they can apply their academic knowledge and problem-solving skills. The casesare the following:  1) Learnings and experiences from a full academic year course seriescalled Bit Bang that is preparing doctoral students with the essential elements of asuccessful career in industry or academia and 2) Results of a matchmaking programcalled PoDoCo, that helps young doctors find jobs in the industry and supports long-termcompetitiveness of companies.

2 Teaching cases
Bit Bang Courses
The idea of these courses comes from corporate level executive training programstargeted to top managers with potential to move to the next level. This kind of programsare available from universities and specialized institutes like Stanford University(California), INSEAD (France) and IMD (Switzerland). Similar management trainingprograms are also organized in house by big companies. We realized that somewhatsimilar training would also be advantageous for preparing doctoral students entering theworking life in general, but especially for working in the private sector.
The Bit Bang doctoral training course adapts Nokia’s top management training programto the academic environment. This full academic year long postgraduate course is builtaround a general theme specified every year. The course relies on multidisciplinaryteamwork assignments from the area of the course theme, and on top-class guest lecturesfrom industry leaders, Government officials and politicians. The course aims atfacilitating collaboration across disciplines and, what is even more important, provides abridge between academic post-graduate studies and real-world opportunities.
The key learning objectives of the Bit Bang courses are teamwork skills,multidisciplinary collaboration, global perspective, industry and business foresight, andscenario building. The first Bit Bang courses also served the objective of increasingcooperation between the different schools of Aalto University. Aalto University was justbeing created as a merger of three separate universities (Technology, Business, Art andDesign).  Students to the Bit Bang courses were selected based on written applications,where the student explains why this course would be of special value just for her/him.This selection method turned out to be quite a good one. In each course we had andinteresting lively mixture of personalities.
The name “Bit Bang Courses” comes from the name of the first course “Bit Bang – Raysto the Future”, reflecting the explosive growth of digitalization. Later the name wasadopted as the “brand” name of the whole course series of nine courses. Keycharacteristics of a BB course are the following: length full academic year, 24 studentsaccepted each year plus four tutors (students from the previous year), textbooks selectedto fit the theme of the course and distinguished guest speakers. The highlight of eachcourse was the one week long, intensive study tour to a global technology hot spot(Shanghai, Tokyo, Delhi, Bangalore, New York, and California) with visits to companies,universities and presentations of country´s R&D policy etc.
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A major undertaking was team writing a Bit Bang book on the theme of the course witheach student contributing to two chapters. The themes of the books are listed in Table 1.The Bit Bang books are freely available over the Internet and, in addition to theteamwork results, they contain a detailed description of all course activities.
The majority of the Bit Bang course attendees have been hired by industrial firms aftertheir graduation. Papers produced by students during their Bit Bang collaboration haveproduced interesting results: many participants have gone on to write conference papersand journal articles based on the joint reports written in the class. In this manner, thecourse outcomes have also academic contribution. The intensive nature of the Bit Bangcourses created a very strong team spirit between the students and with the teachers.
The idea of the Bit Bang Course series was to apply the essential elements of bigcorporations’ top management training programs in doctoral education. It was part of the20 M€ Multidisciplinary Institute of Digitalization and Energy (MIDE) research program(2008 – 2013) funded by Finnish companies to celebrate 100 years of engineeringeducation in Finland. As the discussions to establish Aalto University were alreadyongoing, we decided to boost the development and make all Bit Bang courses from thevery beginning to be Aalto Compatible. The first Bit Bang course was in 2008 – 2009and Aalto University was established in 2010.
The question “Will there be more Bit Bang courses to come?” is still asked every nowand then. Right now, it looks like that the original Bit Bang course concept may be tooheavy and demanding to organize. However, there could be a series of lighter and shorterevents focused on different aspects of doctors’ career development, kind of “Bit BangLight” events.
Table  1  A summary of nine Bit Bang courses
Course number Academic Year Theme of the Bit Bang Book Intensive study tour
     1 2008-2009 Bit Bang: Rays to the Future California
     2 2009-2010 Energizing Innovation –Innovating Energy Shanghai
     3 2010-2011 Entrepreneurship and Services Bangalore, Delhi
     4 2011-2012 Future of Internet – Societal,business, governance andtechnological aspects

Tokyo

     5 2012-2013 Changing Global Landscapes Beijing
     6 2013-2014 Future of Media California
     7 2014-2015 Future of Energy Shanghai
     8 2015-2016 Digitalization Seoul
     9 2016-2017 Entrepreneurship New York, Boston



Post Docs in Companies Program
Post Docs in Companies, PoDoCo, is a program that aims to promote academic researchsupporting long term competitiveness and strategic renewal of Finnish companies, andthe employment of doctors in industry. PoDoCo facilitates novel meetings and matchesof post docs and companies and offers young scholars funding from one source foracademic research having strategic importance for Finnish companies. PoDoCo programis aimed for doctors who have recently completed or will soon complete their doctoraldegree. There are no limitations regarding the branch of science or branch of industry.Instead, PoDoCo program is aimed to all branch of industries and all disciplines, e.g.natural sciences, engineering and technology, medical and health sciences, agriculturalsciences, social sciences and humanities (OECD, Field of Science and TechnologyClassification).
PoDoCo program is funded by PoDoCo foundation pool and companies participating inthe program and operated by DIMECC Ltd. The core element of the PoDoCo is thecollaboration project between a postdoc researcher and a company. The PoDoCo projectconsist of two periods, a research period that is followed by a targeted research periodlasting altogether 1-2 years. The PoDoCo foundation pool offers research grants for thepostdoc researchers to cover the costs of the research period. After the research period,the company hires the postdoc researcher to deepen the research results and to createcompany specific insight. The result is a win-win situation, where academic research issupporting the long-term competitiveness and strategic renewal of the companies and theyoung doctors obtain industrial experience. The program has now been operational forsix years and it has funded 201 projects. More information about the program is availableat www.podoco.fi.
The outcomes of the PoDoCo program are encoraging. Around 90% of the postdocresearchers who have completed the PoDoCo project have been employed in thecollaboration companies. Unfortunately, all the PoDoCo projects are not reaching thegoal, and they end before the targeted research period begins. There are multiple reasonsfor this, and the reasons are related to job offerings from other companies and changes inpersonal life. Share of the early ended projects is around 50%, which is rather high. Onthe other hand it should be taken into account that the researchers applying PoDoCofunding are actively seeking job opportunities broadly from inside and outside of theacademia.
Among the collaboration companies, there are some companies that have had several orhave simultaneously several ongoing PoDoCo projects. These companies are regardingPoDoCo project as a strategic instrument to recruit new talents and to explore newbusiness opportunities. Among these companies is, for example, one telecommunicationcompany looking for new business opportunities in manufacturing business and acompany developing new kind of energy storage systems. Surprisingly, among thesecompanies there are not only big enterprises, but also relatively young SME’s which areseeking resources and competences for growth. The share of the SMEs of PoDoCocollaboration companies is currently about 75%.
The industry branches that most actively utilize the PoDoCo program have the traditionof university-industry collaboration. Therefore, natural sciences, engineering, technology,and medical and health sciences are covering 80% of all PoDoCo funded projects. The
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distribution is relatively even between Finnish universities. When asked how the postdochas found the collaboration company, we found that most of them had used their existingnetworks that they had created as PhD-students. From this viewpoint, PoDoCostrengthens existing collaboration networks. However, PoDoCo has created newcollaboration connections as well. There are a number of successful cases, where thepostdoc researcher has contacted a potential collaboration company directly after findingout that the company is developing a technology that postdoc has expertise in.
For companies, PoDoCo offers a low risk recruitment process, and low risk competencedevelopment because the first phase is funded by the foundation. Because of funding, theIPR that is generated by the postdoc in the first phase belongs to the researcher. Duringthe second phase, when the researcher is an employee of the company, the IPR is ownedby the company.
The PoDoCo program was established to alleviate the fact that Finnish companiesemploy less PhD’s than companies in many other European companies. Lately around450 fresh graduated PhD’s from Finnish universities are annually hired by companies andPoDoCo grantees represent about 7 % of that amount.

3 Discussion
Well-functioning industry-academia interaction is of fundamental importance inaddressing our global challenges. There is space for several mechanisms and instrumentsto enhance collaboration between companies and universities. In this paper, we haveprovided two examples: the Bit Bang courses for doctoral students and the PoDoCoprogram for employing doctors in companies. The common factor between these twoprograms is the focus on fresh PhD students and utilization of their skills andcompetences outside academia. Although the volume of these programs is relativelysmall, if compared to big research projects, the importance is longer lasting because boththese instruments create new connections and network between universities andcompanies.
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